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Abstract
Thi s paper develops a framework for the reali stic
autonomous animation and motion control of fourlegged animals. Our system uses a combination of
kinematics, dynamics and control theory. The input
to our system, the velocity and heading of the animal,
originates either from a simulated vis ual sensory system or a user. Based on this input we model walking,
trotting, and simple behaviors such as target pursuit.
we use a combination of kinematics, dynamics and
control theory. A feedback controller, using the desired velocity and animal heading, computes the aggregate force and torque vector that should be applied
to the body to ac hieve the given moti on. Thi s force
and torque is distributed to the legs in contact with
the ground through a linear programmin g algorithm .
We then use forw ard dynamics to compute the actual body di splacement. A kinemati c gait controller
is in charge of the stepping pattern . It arranges the
stance and transfer phases o f each leg depending on
the current locomotion velocity, the turning rate and
the ground conditions. Although we chose to focus
on four-legged animals, the approach is generalizable
to other multi-legged creatures or biped locomoti on.
Our motion system can currently si mul ate variable
speed walking and trotting on fl at or uneven terrain .
Given its flexibility, the system can be used as a basis for more complex animations involving hi gh level
behavi ors and interactions with other animals.
Keywords: Articulated Figures, Animation, Control
Theory, Dy nami cs.
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Introduction

An important open problem in computer graphi cs
is the autonomous reali stic animation of li ving organisms and their behaviors. Among the majo r chall enges
of such animations are the modelin g and the choice
of the organism 's degrees of freedom and the design
of a particul ar behavi or g iven the underlyin g dynamic
model. Thi s paper presents a new approach towards
the autonomous realistic animati on and simpl e behavior si mulati on of multi-legged animals by combining
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kinemati cs, dynamics, and co ntro l theory.
A variety of techniques have been used to address
some of the pro bl ems wit.hin the general area of arti cul ated figure locomoti o n, appl ied both to humans
([BC89], [Hod94], [vFV92], [Wil86] , [WS 89]) and
legged animals ([Gir87], [GM85], [RH91], [MZ90]) .
However, each of the above techniques addresses onl y
a subset of the probl ems assoc iated wi th autonomous
animati on. In thi s paper, we develop a unified framework aimed to address in a formal way the autonomous
locomotion in variable terrai n, smooth gait transiti ons,
and simple behavi ors such as target pursuit. We co mbine model-based contro l theory, dyn amics and kinemati c gait contro ll ers. The input to our sys tem co mes
from either a simul ated visual sensory system or a user.
Even th ough we prese nt results fo r multi-l egged ani mals, o ur meth odo logy is general and can be appli ed
to biped loco motion as well. The method used in thi s
paper is si mil ar to the approac h used by Park[Par73]
for co ntro llin g legged vehicles.
Our system works in the fo ll ow in g way: A dynami c feedback co ntro ll er co mputes the force and
torque that need to be appli ed to the body so th at the
animal maintain s a des ired veloci ty and head in g. Thi s
force and torque are subsequently di stributed to the
throuah
the use of a lin ear programin g algorithm .
leas
/;>
/;>
Conseq uentl y, the gro und exerts o n the legs frictional
and verti cal forces that get transfered to the body and
make the animal move. In order to ensure reali stic
walkin g and trottin g animati on at vari ab le locomo ti on
speeds, we deve lo p a kinemati c gait co ntro ll er that
controls the moti o n pattern of the legs. In the foll owing secti ons we present the details of our tec hnique
and demonstrate it throug h exampl es in vo lvin g dog
animati ons.

2

The Animal Model

Alth ough the co ntrol methods used in thi s paper
are general and can be app li ed to a variety of animals
with two or more legs, we decided to co ncentrate
on fo ur legged creatures. The mode l that we use to
demonstrate our technique is that of a dog shown in
Figure I. Most legged an imals have many degrees o f
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Figure 2: System overview.
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Figure I: The dog model. Joint positions are denoted

by Efl
freedom (DOF), primarily due to the flexibilityoftheir
body and the complexity of their joints. Thi s makes
it almost impossible to accurately control any artificial model, unless certain simplifying assumptions are
made. In our case, we ass ume that the animal's body
is rigid. Several articulated parts are connected to the
body with joints which are denoted in the figure by
Efl 's . The parts are the four legs, the neck and head,
and the tail. The front legs have two joints; the hip
j o int that connects the m to the body and the ankle j oint
that connects the upper and lower parts of the leg. The
rear legs have an extra j oint that connects the paw to
the leg. The hip j o ints have two rotati onal and two
translati o nal DOFs. For s impli city, the ankle and the
paw j oints have o nly one rotational DOF. Similarl y,
the neck and the tail are j o inted to the body with a one
DOF rotational joint. Finally, the head is connected
to the neck with a two DOF rotational joint.

3

System Description

Our world consists of the four-legged animal and
the terrain o n which the animal is mov ing. The animal
system can be furth er subdivided into the body subsystem and the legs subsystem. The state of the body
subsystem , s, can be comple tely described in terms
of the following quantiti es with respect to a world
coordin ate syste m <1>,

s

= {c , c, g, w} ,

(I)

A schematic overvi ew of the system can be seen
in Figure 2. The desired moti o n control input, sd,
comes either from the user or from a hi gher level
motion planning system. A moti o n pl annin g system
can use simulated sensory data and/or some sort of
a tas k descripti o n to prod uce the desired animal behavior. In our case, the motio n co nt ro l inpu t co ns ists
of the desired values fo r the body's velocity, cd, a nd
the headin g de termin ed by the yaw angle g ~t Based
o n the difference between the ac tual and the desired
states sand s d, respectively, the dynamic controller
computes the agg regate force F t" and torq ue T " that
should be applied to the body at the center of gravi ty
to move from s to sd. At any instance in time, o ne
or more legs of the a nimal are to uching the gro und .
They provide the o nl y means by which the animal
can move, hence, F '· and T " sho uld be distributed
amo ng the m. The problem can be form ul ated as a
linear constrain ed minimi zati o n a nd is so lved us in g
the Simplex me th od for linear programming (subsequent secti o n). The co mputed leg fo rces are exerted
o n the ground which in turn , depending on the fri cti o nal properti es (described in a following sect io n),
generates reacti o n forces causin g the a nim al body to
move. Based on these forces, a forward dynamic s imulation is performed to compute the new state of th e
body.
The leg subsystem is contro ll ed by the kinematic

gait controller. The purpose of thi s co ntro ll e r is to

where c and c are the pos iti o n and velocity vectors of
the body 's center of gravity, g is the orientation of the
body expressed as Euler a ngles and w
is the ang ular velocity of the body. The leg subsystem cons ists
of the four legs . Each leg can be described by its positi o n, its stage in the gait cycle and its veloc ity or force
it exerts o n the ground . We chose to treat the legs
d ynami call y o nl y when they are in co ntac t w ith the
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ground, otherwi se th eir mo ti o n is co mputed kin e matically (we assume th at the leg mass is small co mpared
to the body mass) . This red uces the comp lex ity of
the d ynamic co ntrol algor ithm s w hil e all ow in g us to
carefully design a natural loo kin g moti o n for the legs
during thei r tran sfer ph ase.

arrange the m o ti o n of the legs based o n their c urre nt
state. The gait contro ll er decides whether a leg w i 11
be exertin g a force o n the gro und o r w ill e nter its
transfer phase and therefore w i II be I i fled from the
g ro und . It also computes based o n the gait pattern ,
the heading and the veloci ty of the body, how far the
leg w ill move during its transfer phase before to uc hin g
the g ro und . Finally, the gait co nt ro ll er is respo ns ibl e
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for the kinematic motion of the leg during the transfer
phase.
What follows is a detailed descripti on of each module of the system .

4

The Dynamic Controller

To be able to control a given system we first need
to define it dynamically. In control theory, the model
we use to simulate the dynamics of a given system
is called the plant. Once the plant has been defined,
we apply a control strategy to contro l the behavior
of some of its variables (also called the state of the
system). A number o f techniques exist in the robotics
literature dealing with the problem of dynamic control
of articulated figures .
In thi s paper, we adopt the following si mplifying
ass umptions for the animal's dynamic model. The
inertial properties of the animal can be completely
described by the mass m and the inertia tensor I of its
body. The mass of the legs is considered to be small
compared to the mass of the body, so that their mo ti on
does not influence the overall animal mot ion . As a
result of these assumptions, we need to dynamically
control only the state of the body subsystem.
To control the body 's motion, it is su ffic ient to control the posi tion c and the orientati on (}. In practice
though , it is often more desi rabl e to control the velocity, c, than the position c. The onl y way the body's
state can be actively changed is by exerting forces
through the legs in contact with the ground (simul ating the action of muscles). All the leg forces acting
together result in a net force , F , and a net torque, T ,
at the center of gravity of the body. These in turn
result in the linear and ang ul ar accelerati on vectors
c and W, fro m which we update the animal positi on
in space through numerical integrati on. Therefore,
the dynamic controller must control the body 's state
variables indirectl y through F and T .
The design of the controller depends o n the following two restricti ons: (I) the body of the animal
should never hit the ground , and (2) the animal should
be able to stay o n course even when moving on uneven terrain . Based on these co nditi ons we chose to
co ntrol the three orientation ang les (}i of the body, the
vertical di stance of the the center of gravi ty (c.o.g.)
from the ground c z , and the two hori zontal velocities
C" and c y of the C.o.g. In thi s way we can co ntro l the
speed and headin g of the animal and ensure that it can
deal with varyi ng gro und e levati ons. We will approximate the body subsystem as six decoupled dynamic
sub-systems. The first three sub-systems represent the
way the animal body rotates about its c.o.g. and the
other three the moti on o f the c .o.g. through space .

Each of the six dynamic sub-sys tem s co nsists of
two main parts. The ideal controller and the body:s
dynamic plant. The ideal contro ller takes as input the
desired and actual value of the state variab le it cont ro ls
and outputs a force (or torque) needed to be applied
in order to elimin ate any difference between the two
values. In a system with no extern al perturbatio ns,
no feedback from the plant would be required and an
open-loop controller would be s ufficient. In o ur case,
unexpected ex ternal events such as stepping o n uneve n
or slippery terrain occur and the feed back cont ro ll er
ensures that the three minimum co nditi ons me nti oned
above are met.
Since we need to co ntrol both the position and the
veloc ity of the model, we emp loy two different types
of controll ers. The double integ ral plant contro ll er
shown in Figure 3(a) is used to control the position
variabl es, namely the (}i 'S and C z . The single integ ral
plant cont roller shown in Figure 3(b) regulates the two
velocity variables, C .r and c y . Both contro ll ers have
as ex ternal input the des ired value of the controll ed
and produce an acceleration Si in order
variable,
to make S i eq ual to silo T he acce leration can be read iIY
converted to th e required fo rce F j' or torqu e T ;' from
the basic dynam ic rel ati onsh ips

s1,

F j'

= mei , T;' = I Wi ,

(2)

=

where i is one of the x ,y or :: coordinate axes, F "
{ F;;., F~ , F ~ } andT"
{ T~. , T ~ , T ~}. The output
F " and T " of the six contro ll ers is then distributed
to the legs using the algorithm described in th e next
sec ti on. The act ual leg force s are used in the forwa rd
dynamic simul ati on that is represented as the Body
DYllamics box in the two controller fig ures .

=

The cont roll ers were designed so that th e closedloop response wo uld be of the general form
s;( s)

81 (s)

1.0

.L',.
w~

(3)

+ 2" S + 1.0
tu

in the complex frequenc y do mai n (after tak ing the
Laplace Transform) . In thi s expression, 11 is the dampillg ratio o f an ideal con tro l loop, It ' is the ulldal7lped
naIL/ralfreqllell cy and 8 is the colllplexfrequellcy. T he
Laplace transform of th e con tro ll ed va ri ab le is 8i (8),
wh il e the Laplace transform o f the time-varyi ng de sired value o f that variable is .<1 (., ). The 11 and U '
parameters spec ify th e damping and the speed or response of the co ntrol ler to a desired value and are set
by the user or the high level mo ti on planning system.
0 .707
The val ues we used in our examples were u
and 'W
3. 14'I' ad/ sec .

=
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Figure 3: (a) Double integral and (b) Single integ ral controllers

5

Distributing forces to the legs: Linear
Programming

As menti oned above, the dynamic controll ers com pute the total required force F r and torque T r that
needs to be applied to the center of mass of the ani mal
body, so that the body obtains the desired velocity and
orientation. This force and torque should be the result
of forces exerted by the ground through the legs. We
therefore need an algorithm that determines how the
total force and torque should be di stributed to the legs.
The fraction of the total force that each leg will
exert to the ground is determined using linear programming. Clearly, only the feet that are instantly
in contact with the ground are capable of mov ing the
body. The orientation of the body is controlled by
the torques applied at the c.o.g. These torques reI
suit from the force applied to each leg by the ground
and depend on the relative position of the tip of that
leg with respect to the center of the body. Limits
exist on the maximum force that each leg can exert.
Therefore, depending on the number of legs in contact
with the ground and their relative position, it might or
it might not be possi bl e to apply the required forces
and torques (computed by the dynamic controll ers).
The purpose of the linear programming procedure is
to find the optimal force assignment to the legs which
minimizes the difference between the required and the
actual values.
Linear programming was chosen for the force distribution for its versatility and efficiency. The Simplex
method that is most often used to solve linear programming problems can be expected to run in linear time
for most of the cases [WPV86]. Linear programming,
sometimes called linear optimi zati on , finds ./If independent variables to minim ize a linear cost function C
subject to the primary co nstraint that all the vari ables
have no n-negative values and that they sim ultaneo usly

sati sfy M addi ti o nal linear co nstraint equations or in eq ualiti es. In our case, the variab les are the leg forces
F , for all legs I that are in co ntact with the ground .
F , 0 for all oth er legs . Conseq uentl y the total force
exerted by the legs is

=

(4)
If d, is a vector from the c.o.g. to the tip of leg I , we
can write the total torque about the c.o.g. as

(S)
We then express the cost functi on as

C

= C l IF;' - Fxl-f c2 IF~' - Fyl + c3 1F;' - Fzl+
c

4

IT;' - T't' 1+ cS IT; - Ty l + c6 IT;' - Tzl,

(6)

where the total force and torque are expressed in Cartesian space. The cost function C is a measure of the total error in meeting all fo rce and torque requirements.
The constants C l through c6 are positive weightin g
constants on the indi vid ual co mponents of the total
error. The function C is positive definite and becomes zero onl y when the required force eq uals the
actual force and the required torq ue eq uals the ac tual
torq ue. The cost function is converted to a linear function by addin g a "slack" vari abl e fo r each d ifference
and remov in g the absolute value operators, a common technique used in linear programming[WPV86].
The weightin g fac tors c k may be adj usted to impose
vari ab le accuracy in each of the moti on degrees of
freedom . For exampl e, increasing c6 results in reduced errors in meeting th e head in g angle req uirement
and hence resu lts in better co ntro l over the direction
th e animal is head in g. However, reg ul ati on of other
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coordinates may suffer as a result. Finally, the M additional constraint inequalities are due to the physical
limits in the force that a leg can exert on the ground
and have the form

(7)
where F max is the maximum leg force allowed .
Solving the linear programming problem results in
a reasonable distribution of forces to all the legs that
can influence the body motion. In our experience, linear programming performs very well in cases where
the errors are small. However, when the required and
actual forces and torques cannot be matched sufficiently close, even small changes in the weights of the
cost function C can result in significantly unbalanced
force distribution. Adjusting the ck ,s can be achieved
through experimentation with the system.

7

The Gait Controller

Gaits of different animals have been studied extensively and lots of interesting observations can be
found in the zoology literature [Suk68, Ale84, Bro86,
Muy57] . Since our purpose is to combine kinematics
with dynamics, we have used snapshots from studies
of animal walking and trotting conducted in [Br086]
and [Muy57] . Some technical terms needed for the
description of gaits can be found in [Ale84] and we
repeat them here.
• A stride is a complete cycle o f leg movements,
for example the sequence from the setting down
of a particular foot to the next setting down of
the same foot.
• A stride length is the distance traveled in a stride.

• Stride frequency is the number of strides taken

6

Modeling the Ground

per unit time.

Our locomotion algorithm is not tailored to any
specific terrain description. We created a general motion system that can deal with a variety of terrains . We
use the function G( x , y) to model the ground elevation
with respect to a 20 grid.
To model the ground's frictional properties we
adopt a Coulomb friction model. If the tip of a
leg (the center of the dog's paw) is at the locati on
(:r, y, G(x, y)), then flf (x , y) and f l (x , y) are the two
components o f the force f 9 exerted by the ground
to the leg. flf(x , y) is the component parallel to
the tangent plane between the ground and the paw,
while f![( x, y) is normal to th at plane. Based on the
Coulomb friction model

(8)
where J.l is a friction coefficient whose value varies
between 0 and I . The smaller the value of t1, the more
slippery the ground.
The way the ground interacts with our dynamic
model is the following. Through linear programming
we compute the force fl that each leg should exert to
the ground and we decompose it lo two orthogonal
components fll and fl , where the directions 11 and 1..
where defined above. Then the two components flf
and fl of the force f9 that the ground exerts on the
leg are computed as follows

f9
.L

f lf

-

fl.L

-f~,

iflflll :::; p lfil

-iAJ.llfi l

otherwise.

{

11

(9)

• The duty factor of a foot is the fraction of the
stride during which the foot is on the ground.
The main task of the gait controller is to regulate
the motion of each leg according to the current gait,
velocity and turning rate . Regul ating the leg moti o n
consists of deciding when the leg should be pushing,
when it should be lifted from the ground, and adjusting
the stride length and stride frequency. We have implemented two different gaits, the walk a nd the trot. The
dog automatically sw itches between them , depending
on its speed. The walking gait is used by dogs when
they move slowly. When walking o n flat surfaces with
constant velocity, three legs are always in contact with
the ground and one is lifted . The order in which legs
are lifted during a stride is

LF

~

RH --. RF - LH ,

where L, R , F, H stand for Left, Right, Front and
Hind , respectively. This order ensures that the center
o f mass is always within the triangle formed by the
tips of the legs on the ground and guarantees the static
stability for the animal. During a constant speed walk
on flat terrain, the duty factor for each foot is 0.75.
At faster speeds, dogs trot. During the trot, the LF
and RH move together and so do the RF and LH. The
duty factor for each foot is 0.5 and at any time two
feet are on the ground while the other two are lifted.
During the trot the dog has to maintain dynamic stability, i.e., the anima l cannot keep it s ba lance without
moving. In o ur system, dynamic stab ility is e nforced
by the feedback dynamic controller which produces
corrective torq ues to counteract a ny te ndency of th e
body to roll over.
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end of
duly cycle

start of
duty cycle

Slates:
1. Move towards center of motion

2. Move towards set down point
3. Temporarily move towards center of motion
4. Push

Figure 4 : Automaton/or leg motion transitions.
The gait controller is responsible for the kinematics
of the leg motion. When a leg is touching the ground,
its motion is guided by the ground reaction forces.
This enhances the realism of the animation . However, when the leg is lifted from the ground, there is
no reason to keep on treating it dynamically. Its motion has negligible effects on the motion of the rest
of the body, due to their respective significant mass
differences.
The inputs to the gait controller are the desired
speed and turning rate. The hi gher the speed , the
longer the stride length and the stride frequency. This
means that the swi ng angle of a leg when lifted
from the ground is proportional to the animal's speed.
When the animal is turning, the gait controller positions the legs not only forward but also sideways so
that they can apply the appropriate torque for the turn
to take place.
The state of each leg is determined by the automato n shown in Figure 4. Each leg can be in one of four
distinct states. Events that cause a change in the leg 's
state are triggered by the gait controller either as a
consequence of timin g or as a result of the leg's orientation. State 4 is the onl y state where a leg is touching
the ground and pushing. When the duty interval of
the leg is over, the gait controller triggers a tran siti on
from state 4 to state 1 for that leg. In state 1, the
leg moves towards the center of its swing (center of
motion) . When it reaches that point, it starts moving
towards it 's set down point. The set down point is
determined by the gait controller and depends on the
linear and a ngul ar velocity of the body, as explained
above. Finally, when it's time for the duty interval to
beg in , the gait controller once more triggers a transition, thi s time from state 2 to state 4. The leg goes
into state 3 if it gets jammed. Legs get jammed as a
result of unexpected events that cause the hip joint to
rotate outside the operati onal area of the leg. SIiperry
ground or very ro ugh terrai n could cause a leg to jam.
Since the leg has to get back into its operati onal area,

'-""·
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it gets lifted temporarily and moves for a short period
of time towards the center of moti on, until it reaches a
safe positi on where it can go back to state 4. It is desirable for a leg to stay onl y for short periods of time
in state 3, since an unexpected lift creates potential
hazards to the stability of the body.
While a leg is in states I , 2 or 3, the gait con troll er
is responsible for kinematically setting the angles of
its ankle and paw joints so that their moti on looks as
natural as possible. It turn s out that the correct moti on
of these j o ints adds a lot to the visual effect of the
animati on.
Although our specific gait controll er was tail ored
to a four-legged animal, we could ex te nd it to accommodate any reasonable number of legs using the same
concepts.

8

Experiments

We have tested our system through a seri es of animati ons on both flat and uneven terrain. Our experimen ts include si mul ati ons of reali st ic walking, trotting
and tra nsi ti ons between these two gaits on even and
uneven terrain. They also include simpl e behaviors
like target pursuit at variable speeds. Our experi ments
run at interact ive rates on a Silicon Graphics R4000
Crimson workstation with VGX graphics. In our experiments, a simulated visual system or the user determined the values for the desired vel oc ity and heading.
In the first experiment shown in Figure 5, snapshots
(a) through (d) demonstrate a complete trotting stride
on flat terrain . The body weight is supported by two
legs , the front right and the hind left in snapshots
(a) through (c l. and the front left and hind right in
snapshot (d) . Therefore the dog ac hi eves dynamic
stability d urin g thi s gait.
The test run show n in Figure 6 simul ates a dog
walking up and dow n a ramp. The ground elevati on
is given by a function G . The dog's posture is automaticall y adj usted to accommodate for the difference
in elevati on between the front and the hind legs.
To enhance the quality of the animation, we added
a periodic kinematic motion of the animal's tail and
a random lateral motion of the head. However, the
fact th at the dog model we used consisted of rigid
parts made the overall motion look stiff. Real dogs
have co nsiderable flexibility in thei r body, and their
sp ine bends quite a bit to facilitate walking or running.
This flexing behav ior could no t be replicated with our
cu rren t model.
To demonstrate how our system can be used as
a basi s for more complex animati ons (shown in the
videotape), we created a hi g her level motion driving
system that generated tracking behavior. A littl e red

,
.
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ball was the target our dog was trying to catch. With
simulated visual sensors, we compute the position of
the ball. The motion driving system commands the
dog to head towards the ball and to move towards it
with a velocity proportional to the distance from the
ball. We kinematically added a motion of the head so
that the dog is always looking in the direction of the
ball. In this simulation the dog was able to start from
rest, accelerate to moderate walking, then move faster
and switch to trotting while approaching the target.
Unfortunately for the dog, when the dog would get
too close to the ball, the ball would roll to a different
position, causing the dog to move towards the ball.
The advantage of having an autonomous locomotion
simulation system is apparent since we did not have
to modify our walking code at all for this experiment.

9
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Conclusions

In this paper we have developed a new approach
towards the animation of autonomous legged animals
combining dynamic control with kinematic motion .
A dynamic feedback controller regulates the state of
the animal's body by computing the necessary forces
and torques to achieve a desired state. The forces are
distributed to the animal's legs using linear programming. Furthermore, we developed a kinematic gait
controller to arrange the motion of the legs during a
stride. We were able to generate reali stic walking and
trotting animations on flat, and uneven terrain . Our
locomotion system is autonomous in the sense that it is
not tied to any particular environment. It works without modification for any appropriately defined terrain .
In our experience, the correct motion of the animal's legs while they are off the ground is a very
important factor in determining the quality of the animation . A carefully tuned kinematic procedure can
accommodate this motion . Dynamics and control
should be used to account for unexpected events and
to ensure the feasibility and validity of the desired
motion of the whole body given the current model
state and the ground friction properties. We believe
that our combined approach successfully deals with
many of the issues in autonomous reali stic animations
of legged animals.
We can currently model simple beh av iors such as
target following at variable speeds and motion on uneven terrain with variable frictional properties. These
simple behaviors can be used by a higher level cognitive system to simulate more complex behaviors.
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Figure 5: A complete stride with the walking gait.

(c)

(d)

Figure 6: Walking over a bump
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